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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Semantic similarity is the process of identifying relevant data semantically.
The traditional way of identifying document similarity is by using
synonymous keywords and syntactician. In comparison, semantic similarity is
to find similar data using meaning of words and semantics. Clustering is a
concept of grouping objects that have the same features and properties as a
cluster and separate from those objects that have different features and
properties. In semantic document clustering, documents are clustered using
semantic similarity techniques with similarity measurements. One of the
common techniques to cluster documents is the density-based clustering
algorithms using the density of data points as a main strategic to measure the
similarity between them. In this paper, a state-of-the-art survey is presented to
analyze the density-based algorithms for clustering documents. Furthermore,
the similarity and evaluation measures are investigated with the selected
algorithms to grasp the common ones. The delivered review revealed that the
most used density-based algorithms in document clustering are DBSCAN and
DPC. The most effective similarity measurement has been used with densitybased algorithms, specifically DBSCAN and DPC, is Cosine similarity with
F-measure for performance and accuracy evaluation.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Clustering is a technique used to group objects that have same properties and separate from other
groups have different properties. In another mean maximize the similarity of data or objects inside one group
and reduce the similarity between the objects of two groups [1-5]. Due to advances in a distributed system and
parallel processing, the data size is increasing continuously [6-8]. This expansion is why data with huge size
"big data" is available in different aspects [9, 10]. Analyzing big data require high-level knowledge and more
accurate techniques [11, 12]. Clustering is using broadly in numerous fields, including data mining, information
retrieval [13], knowledge discovery [14, 15] pattern recognition, and image segmentation. [16, 17] Mainly,
document clustering is occupied a large area of research. In traditional document clustering, the keyword has
an essential role in identifying the clusters. In contrast, in nowdays document clustering, semantic similarity
has a significant role in identifying the relation between all objects in the same cluster [18-21].
In the literature clustering algorithms were classified into four major categories: the partitioning
algorithm, density-based algorithm, grid-based algorithm, and hierarchical algorithm [22]. Performance,
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accuracy and speed of the density-based algorithms made the researchers widely depended on it in recent. A
density-based algorithm depends on the idea of density of cluster's objects related to each other, spread in an
arbitrary shape, and separated by low-density points of another cluster. It means that the primary notion of this
approach is the density of objects. In the literature, there are many types of density-based algorithms, and the
newest that has been used extensively is DBSCAN [22-24], and DPC [25-27].
Utilizing high dimensional or large-sized data as parameters for the clustering algorithms will result
in low accuracy and unstable performance. Therefore, the best solution to this problem is using the word
embedding representation to represent the corpus's data in a low dimentional vector space representation and
to enhance the similarity of co-occurrences of word-to-word in the low dimensional vectors in a very efficient
and expressive way. Recently, there are two widely known methods for creating a vector representation, which
are word-to-vector (Word2Vec) and global vector (GloVe) [28, 29]. These two-methods stated that they are
contesting to dedicate the literature and the most recently semantic similarity projects.
Pennington et al., proved that GloVe is more efficient than Word2Vec, because the vector
dimensionality of word2vec is low, and it cannot include all information from the corpus. In contrast, the GloVe
is including the local and global information about the appeared words. The GloVe is unsupervised word
embedding, introduced by Pennington et al., from Stanford University for word representation. This algorithm
uses the statistics of word-word co-occurrences in a corpus and is used for similarity and entity identification
[29]. In this paper, we reviewed the most recent works and the more efficient techniques that have been
developed and introduced.

2.

LITERATURE REVIEW
As mentioned in the previous section, there are several types of document clustering techniques. The
essential technique that has a significant role in document clustering is density-based clustering because it can
discover clusters of arbitrary and different shapes [25]. Density-based clustering is a robust algorithm in
analyzing specific data with a most remarkable performance [30], and it can provide adequate security in
clustering data at various distributed datasets [31-33]. Document clustering has been used in many applications
like text summarization [23, 24, 34], key phrase detection [35], and topic modeling [36, 37]. A literature
review regarding the related works about GloVe word embedding and density-based clustering algorithms
presented in the next two sections.
2.1. GloVe word embedding
The GloVe is a semantic vector space representation algorithm. It is representing documents based on
word-word co-occurrences, and it is a count-based model. At the same time, the other word embeddings like
word2vec is a predict based model. The GloVe is dependent on global matrix factorization and local context
window. The GloVe performance is better than other word embeddings because it applies to non-zero elements
and a subset of a corpus, not a whole corpus or a separate window of the significant corpus. GloVe outperforms
other word embeddings in applications of word similarity and analogy and named entity recognition [38].
Document clustering has a significant role in natural language processing (NLP). The main stage in
document clustering is the selection of convenient word representation of the dataset. In traditional word
representation, TFIDF was used. TFIDF is a technique that calculates the frequency of each word in the data
set and represents it in a one-dimension reducted vector to make a smaller feature space without measuring the
relationships and dependency between words in the dataset. It causes ineffectiveness and hiding the semantics
and syntactics of the words in the dataset. In recent years, many research types have been done on
contextualized representation of data sets that have great affect on word vectors' semantic representation.
Word2vec and GloVe are the two most populated word embeddings that use a co-occurrence frequency matrix
of words to represent a one-dimension vector. Each line or row represents the vector representation of each
word in the dataset. That can provide the best word embedding with rich features space [39]. Besides, Wrzalik
and Krechel [40] used k-medoid to make the clusters balanced in having several members because k-medoid
allows to inter-word similarity, word embeddings word2vec and GloVe have been used to represent the word
vector of the datasets.
Tu et al., [41] proposed an approach for domain-independent text segmentation for educational course
content. First, optical character representation (OCR) has been used to convert speech to textual context,
remove punctuation, and stop words for producing bag-of-words. Moreover, they used a GloVe algorithm to
represent the texts of the document in a one-dimensional representation. Furthermore, the authors used topic
modeling LDA to represent the shared topics of distributed documents. Then concatenate the output of the
GloVe vector and LDA vector to a long vector representation. Also, they used Wasserstein distance to employ
similarity between segments or long vectors to produce candidate blocks. Finally, they used Affinity
propagation (AP) to block clustering the candidate blocks to final text segments. Naili et al., [42] presented a
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comparative study of three methods LSA, Wort2Vec, and GloVe for modeling topic segmentation for the
universal languages English and Arabic. They showed that Word2vec and GloVe were more effective than
LSA. And Word2Vec was a little better than GloVe for low dimensional vector word representation.
Kamkarhaghighi and Makrehchi [43] proposed a content tree word embedding for document
representation (CTWE) for enhancing the efficiency of the two famous word embedding (Word2Vec and
GloVe). They aimed to improve F-score accuracy on the universal datasets (IMDB movie reviews and hate
speech identification). Overall, the result of GloVe outperformed Word2Vec.
Bicalho et al. [36] presented a topic modeling on short text approach, they compared both (CoFE and
DREx) algorithms for topic modeling. In term of DREx algorithm they compared the three algorithms of word
vector representation (CBOW, GloVe and SG) their challenging work based on two significant points, which
are co-occurrences of words and distributed word vector representation. The results showed that the GloVe has
the seignifican effect on the rsults of topic modeling algorithm. At the same time, Wang et al., [37] presented
a two-stage of art topic modeling approach, which are the dirichlet multinomial mixture model (GSDMM) and
latent feature latent dirichlet allocation (LDA). In the first stage, using (GSDMM) to measure word documents'
probability and frequency to produce virtual documents, at the second stage, using a word embedding with
LDA to extract each word's feature in virtual documents and produce the final tweet clusters. Also used both
word embeddings (GloVe and Word2Vec) to represent word vectors of datasets then applied to clustering
algorithm. The results showe that using GloVe make the topics more coherence than Word2Vec.
Wu and Li [44] presented a new approach for classifying documents, which is topic movers distance
(TMD) instead of word movers distance (WMD). WMD has been used to clustering documents depending on
word vector representation by GloVe algorithm for modeling a topic for each document. After that, TMD is
used to classify documents depending on their topics, decreasing time complexity with WMD's with the same
accuracy.
Saini et al., [45] proposed a new automated multiobjective document clustering approach using a selforganized map (SOM) and TFIDF. Furthermore, used word embeddings like word2vec and GloVe to represent
the data set in a vector space. The results showed that the proposed framework outperformed the single and
multiobjective clustering algorithms and proposed approach is able to reach the global optimal solution for all
the data sets, while other algorithms got stuck at local optima. The results clearly show that proposed
framework is well suited for partitioning the data sets in an automated manner.
2.2. Density based clustering algorithms
Jang et al., [47] proposed a density-based clustering algorithm for dialogue intention recognition
system supported by word2vec word embedding to represent the enhancing similarity of corpus's data. Due to
high dimensionality of word vectors size, the authors relied on T-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding
(T-SNE) to convert the word vectors to a two-dimensional word vector. Hence, the size of the word vectors
was reduced, it became very convenient for clustering. They used a density-based clustering algorithm to group
data points. Besides, they utilized the DENCLUE algorithm over the DBSCAN because it was outperformed
the DBSCAN algorithm in the clustering dialogue intention recognition specifically in term of performance
evaluation.
Liao and Cheng [48] introduced a new approach for proving that semantic change is acquired from
past to now by representing data in the google N-gram corpus. They used the word2vec word embedding
algorithm to show the similarity relationship between all words in vector representation. They used densitybased clustering specifically DBSCAN clustering algorithm to group similar words into clusters. Also, they
visualized results of their approach to prove the semantic change.
Schmitt and Spinosa [49] presented sentiment analysis by using a convolutional neural network
(CNN). The approach consisted of some layers and contained filters to fit the sentence and produce a related
sentence to a matrix. Then, to be processed by word embedding (Word2Vec and GloVe) and presented the
semantics of including words in the form of word vectors. However, the results of word2vec were chosen to
be used for clustering due to the low dimensionality of GloVe, static and non-static models. Density-based
clustering specifically DBSCAN was used to group semantic words in separate clusters and remove the outliers
and noises. The experiments proved that removing outliers had a significant impact on the accuracy of the
result.
Chen et al., [50] suggested a framework of paragraph embedding for spoken document
summarization. At first, they performed a comparison between paragraph embedding (SD and DBOW) and
word embeddings (CBOW, SG, and GloVe). The result of paragraph embedding (SD and DBOW)
outperformed word embeddings for summarizing documents. Four clustering algorithms were tested, including
(VSM, MMR, DPC, and DPC_sum) to achieve good summarization results. The output of DPC and DPC_sum
was impressive. The framework integrated the paragraph embeddings algorithm (SD and DBOW) with
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clustering algorithms (DPC and DPC_sum). The experimental result compared with existing and state of the
art summarization frameworks, their result was excellent and satisfying.
Mary [51] proposed a dynamic density clustering algorithm, a developed version of DBSCAN and
Chameleon algorithms. The author used Gaussian dimensionality to convert the real-time data in a dynamic
dataset to a matrix of the two-dimensional size, to be convenient as a parameter of the clustering algorithms.
The algorithm's result was proved in terms of accuracy and time by comparing it with the real DBSCAN
algorithm.
Brown et al., [11] proposed a new density-based algorithm to reduce the density algorithm's runtime.
The concept of grid-based clustering and density-based clustering were integrated into one algorithm named a
fast density-grid-based algorithm. The dataset converted to grid space each cell represented specific data then
the density of grid cells calculated to produce clusters. The algorithm achieved its goal of reducing runtime
without sacrificing its accuracy rate compared to the DBSCAN algorithm.
Cheng et al., [52] proposed a new hierarchical clustering algorithm based on noise removal (HCBNR).
The introduced algorithm used the concept of density-based clustering to remove the noise data from the corpus
then partition the dataset into small clusters. Moreover, they used the hierarchical clustering algorithm to find
the core clusters and then merge the small clusters and connect to their nearest core cluster. The algorithm's
result compared to DBSCAN, DP, Chameleon, and CURE and outperformed those algorithms.
Harish et al., [53] suggested an integration approach from two algorithms (SVC and FCM). The first
one, which was a density-based clustering approach. SVC consisted of two concept Support Vector Clustering
that can convert the data space from high dimensional space to low dimensional space. The second concept is
density-based clustering, which can identify the cluster centers for each cluster and remove the outliers. The
second part of the presented approach was fuzzy c-mean (FCM) algorithm, FCM would group classified
documents based on the cluster centers identified by SVC.
Hou and Pelillo [54] analyzed the density peaks clustering (DPC). They presented the key factors that
affected the algorithm's result, including manually selecting the number of clusters and radius of clusters. Also,
the process of selecting the centers of the clusters. Those factors let the authors search and provide a solution
to those issues. Hence, they developed the DPC algorithm to a level that can select the cluster centers accurately
and provide a better result compared to traditional DPC, DBSCAN, and k-mean.
Liu et al., [28] used the DPC for text document clustering in two steps. In the first step, they converted
the text space into vector space using a supported vector machine (SVM) and cosine similarity to calculate the
similarity among words. The second step used density peak clustering by calculating the local density and
distance to determine the cluster center for each cluster and using a cutoff ratio to limit the cluster's
circumstance. Applying the inside point to the cluster center as neighborhood and the outside point as noise
and removed from the text space.
Patidar et al., [55] presented an approach for activity detection from email metadata. Email metadata
is including some information about users and activities they did. The approach consisted of two-stages. In the
first stage converting the email metadata to a two-dimension matrix using SVD, then T-SNE have been used
to reduce the dimentionality size of the outputted vectors, then they used DBSCAN algorithm to cluster the
vectors. In the second stage, they performed a community detection algorithm on a network of clusters to merge
the clusters that have the same properties and features to detect the last activities.
Lu and Zhu [56] proposed a framework based on density clustering to solve the problem of most
existing clustering algorithms have been effected of having noises, different densities, different shapes and
overlapping of clsueters. They used four modules to distribute the process of clustering. In the first module,
the partition of the data space is divided into core and non-core points. In the second module, they initialized
the core points to cluster centers. The third module ordering non-core points prioritized them to the next step,
the fourth module classified non-core points to initial points. The proposed systems result is interesting
compared with DBSCAN and DP results.
Yu et al., [57], presented a developed version of DPC. They revised the real DPC by working on its
limitation, which was the cutoff distance that must be pre-specified. They proposed a weighted local density
sequence that could make the free propagation using k nearest neighborhood to detect neighborhood sequence.
The developed algorithm's accuracy and performance were proved by comparing it with existing DPC modified
algorithms.
Jiang et al., [27] proposed a new density peak clustering technique using the gravitation density-based
clustering (GDPC). According to the authors, there is a limitation on the DPC algorithm, including detecting
anomalies. GDPC used gravitation theory based on natural gravitation force to detecting cluster anomalies with
varying sizes and numbers of clusters. GDPC has a better performance compared to k-means, AP, and DPC.
Thus, the original DPC has a problem of processing clustering over high dimensional data because in high
dimensional data there are more interactive data with varying densities in different places.
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Du et al., [58] proposed an aggregated algorithm to solve the limataions of original DPC of does not
working well on high dimentional data and ignoring local structure of data, which was density peak clustering
(DPC-KNN-PCA) based on k-nearest neighbors (KNN), and principal component analysis (PCA). They used
PCA to reduce high dimensional data to low dimensional data. Also, the KNN has been used to identify the
cluster centers supporting DPC. The result of this approach was fessible and effective compared to k-means
and spectral clustering (SC) algorithm in term of accuracy.
Wu et al., [59] proposed a new algorithm based on the density of k-means, which was cluster center
initialization based on density peak (CCIDP). They used the concept of density peak to initialize the cluster
center of k-means algorithm, because k-means algorithm has a problem of hard identifying cluster centers. In
the beginning, they used VSM to represent the data space as vector representation. Also, for vectors item data
representation, they used TF-IDF to represent the item feature of each data in the vector. Moreover, for
identifying the distance between the points, the authors used cosine similarity to calculate the similarity
between points, then convert the measurements to distance measurement between data points, then performed
the CCIDP algorithm on the vectors. The results showed that it is better and decreases the iteration number
compared with existing algorithms.

3.

DISCUSSION
A survy have been done on a collection of three types of researches: the first collection includes those
researches that used GloVe word embedding algorithm in their approaches as show in Table 1. The second
collection contained those approaches that used density-based clustering algorithms or the concept of densitybased clustering in their approaches as shown in Table 2. The final collection consists of those approached that
used the concept of word embedding or matrix representation of datasets as shown in Table 3. Besides, the
ratio of each used algorithm in this survy has been calculated and presented in Figure 1. The most used
algorithm in this survy is DBSCAN clustering algorithm with 31% of the survy researches based on it.
Moreover, it is clear that 26% of the researches in this survy used the density peak clustering algorithm (DPC)
in their approaches. The researchers' fewer utilized algorithms are AP and Chameleon, DENCLUE and SVC
were used with 3% of researches. Also, 10% of the researchers were used K-mean. Hierarchical and KNN have
been utilized by 8% of the researchers, while the Grid-based algorithm was used by 5% of literature in this
survy.
Figure 2 presents the similarity measurements used by GloVe, DBSCAN, and DPC algorithms
through this survy. The cosine similarity is widely used by the three algorithms. The GloVe and DBSCAN
algorithms have peaked through using cosine similarity. However, with the DPC algorithm, the Euclidian
distance has been used more than other algorithms and is not used by the DBSCAN. In contrast, the TF-IDF is
not utilized by the DPC algorithm, but the TD-IDF is the second widely used similarity technique by the GloVe
algorithm. In comparison, the Jaccard similarity has been used with the same level by the three algorithms.
In general, most of researches have been collected from the literature review related to word
embeddings and density-based algorithms. Through the tables and figures, the following two points have been
observed, i) global word embedding for document clustering is used in a smaller number of researches with
density-based algorithms, and ii) density-based algorithms or the concept of density-based algorithms were
used widely in document clustering, document summarization, and document topic modeling.
Another survey has been done on evaluation measurements that have been used by the three
algorithms (GloVe, DBSCAN, and DPC). Evaluation measurement is a standard metric using for evaluating
the accuracy and performance of clustering algorithms. The bar chart Figure 3 has been created by measuring
each evaluation metric's frequency occuring from the tables. F-measure or F-score has a peak level of the three
algorithms. In contrast, the entropy and (Dun and building index) have no level with the DPC algorithm.
For the GloVe word embedding, all the evaluation metrics have been used. F-measure has a peak
level. Besides, the entropy metric has the second level. In comparison, all remaining metrics have the same
level of usage with GloVe algorithm. DBSCAN algorithm has a peak level of using F-measure for evaluating
its results. While entropy and (Dun and Buldin index) have the same and lowest level. However, recall and
precision measurements have the same level and significantly fewer levels than F-measure.
In our survey, DPC has no level of using entropy and (Dun and Buldin). In contrast, the F-measure
has a very long peak level than all other evaluation metrics frequencies. However, recall and precision have
1/3 level of F-measure in evaluating the result of DPC. Overall, the F-measure is the most widely used metric
for evaluating the result of all three algorithms.
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Table 1. GloVe word embedding for word representation
Article
[41]

Clustering algorithm
Unsupervised clustering
Affinity Propagation (AP)

[36]

Similarity measure
Wasserstein distance
similarity

Evaluation measure

Cosine similarity

F-score

Cophenetic
Correlation
Coefficient (CPCC)

[37]

A hierarchical
agglomerative clustering
algorithm

[45]

K-mean

Tf-IDF similarity

Dunn Index
and Davies-Bouldin (DB)
Index

[39]

Own algorithm

Cosine similarity

Entropy

[40]

K-medoid

Tf-IDF similarity

Sharp and fuzzy

[43]

Correlation

[46]

K-mean

[38]

KNN

Article

Clustering algorithm
Dynamic clustering
algorithm based on
DBSCAN and
chameleon

F-score

Cosine similarity,
Euclidian distance,
and Jaccard
Cosine similarity

[44]

Normalized Mutual
Information (NMI) and
topic coherence

Dataset
Online education course and Choi
dataset
TMN, NBA, Politics, 20Nshort,
Sanders, Snippets, and CLEF
Story detection
corpus and a large-scale event
detection corpus covering over 500
events
NIPS 2015, AAAI 2013, Webb
SQuAD 1.1, Yahoo Answers,
REUTERS and FakeNewsAMT
Amazon, Classic, Reuters,
20News, and WIKI
IMDB
Movie Reviews and Hate Speech
Identi_cation
news corpus and a national corpus
of the Russian language

Entropy evaluation
measure and all
evaluation metrics, except
for the CoNLL.

Topic
Mover's Distance
(TMD)

Menu recipe, epic recipe twitter,
bbc sport, bbc, and reuters

Table 2. Density-based algorithms

[51]

Similarity measure
Generalized Dunn
Index (GDI), DaviesBouldin
index (DB)

Evaluation measure

Dataset
synthetic dataset and real data sets
from UCI Data repository

[11]

Fast Density-Grid
Clustering Algorithm

Result in accuracy and
runtime comparison
with DBSCAN
according to its datasets.

Julia Handl’s website datasets and UCI
Machine Learning Repository datasets

[52]

Hierarchical clustering
based on noise removal
(HCBNR)

ACC and NMI for
performance evaluation

Synthetic dataset and five datasets
from UCI

[53]

C-mean

Precision, Recall, and F
-measure

[54]

Density peak clustering
algorithm (DPC)

[28]

Density peak algorithm

[55]

[56]

Two-stage algorithm
SVD followed by
DBSCAN
The density clustering
framework used density
and partitioning
algorithms together.

[31]

Distributed densitybased algorithm (knearest neighbors)

[57]

weighted local density
sequence and two-stage
assignment strategies,
called DPCSA

[27]

Gravitation Density
Peak Clustering (GDPC)

20-Newsgroup of
the popular standard dataset for text
categorization
Aggregation, R15, D31, Jain, Thyroid,
Wdbc, Iris, Breast, and four datasets of
non-2D datasets of UCI repository.

Jaccard index

F-score

cosine similarity

Precision, Recall and Fscore

Reuters-21578

Jaccard and TFIDF

Precision, Recall, and FMeasure

Ground-truth dataset

Compare results with
DBSCAN and Dp
algorithm
Own Distance measure
(Linkage, Closeness,
Sharing, and
Connectivity)
Euclidean distance

synthetic datasets (Compound, D31,
DS3, DS4 and Flame) and real-world
datasets (Cancer, Control, diabetes,
iris, seeds, sonar, and wine)
Synthetic dataset

ACC, AMI, ARI, and
efficiency

artificial and real-world
datasets and the well-known Olivetti
face dataset Sharing,

F- measure and
comparative result with
DPC, AP, and K-means

Four UCI datasets (Iris, Seeds, Wine,
Glass) and Three synthetic datasets
(Flame, Aggregation, and Spiral)
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Table 2. Density-based algorithms (continued)

Article

Clustering algorithm

[60]

K-means, DBSCAN,
HCA and MDBCA

[25]

Modified DBSCAN and
gride based algorithm.

[58]

DPC-KNN-PCA

[26]

W-DBSCAN

Similarity measure

Euclidean distance.

Evaluation measure
Using WEKA to
compare the
performance of the four
algorithms.
Comparing the
performance of the
algorithm with
MCDAStream,
stream and CluStream.
Performance compared
to classical methods
(k-means algorithm and
spectral clustering
algorithm.
Purity comparison with
FCM and k-means

Dataset
Abalone, Bankdata, Router, SMS and
Webtk
Synthetic dataset
NMG (Noisy Mixture of Gaussians)
and UCI dataset NID (Network
Intrusion
Detection)
Synthetic dataset (R15, Aggregation,
Flame, and D) and UCI datasets (Iris,
LED digits, Seeds, Heart, Pen-based
digits, Waveform, and Sonar).
Visual datasets (spiral, flame, and
aggregation) and UCI datasets (Iris,
Tae, Cmc, and Seeds)

Table 3. Density-based algorithms, specifically DBSCAN and DPC with matrix representation of word
documents
Article

Clustering
algorithm

Word embedding

Similarity
measure

[47]

DENCLUE

Word2Vec + T-SNE

[48]

DBSCAN

Word2Vec

Cosine
similarity

[49]

DBSCAN

CNN + (Word2Vec
and GloVe)

Cosine
similarity

[50]

DPC and
DPC-sum

Distributed memory
(SD) and distributed
Bag-Of-words
(DBOW)

[22]

DBSCAN

WordNet + TF-IDF

[30]

DBSCAN

[23]

DBSCAN

Cosine
similarity

Evaluation measure

Dataset

Precision, recall, f-score, the success
rate, and separation rate.

raw corpus and
an annotated
dialogue corpus

Comparing and visualizing the past and
new results
Comparing the result of a static and nonstatic model using two embeddings
(word2vec and GloVe) over three
different datasets.
They compared the result of (Sd and
DBOW) with (CBOW, SG, and GloVe).
Furthermore, comparing the result of
(DPC and DPC-sum) with (VSM and
MMR).at the same time comparing the
overall result with the existing and state
of the art algorithms result.
F-measure and entropy

Cosine
similarity
Recall, precision, and f-measure

[24]

DBSCAN +
HMM

[35]

DPC

DGM

[34]

DPC

Word/paragraph
embedding

[29]

DPC

BOW

N-gram
Movie reviews
(MR),
subjectivity
(Subj) and IMBD

MATBN
broadcast news

ACM and
PubMed
Twitter and
Google map
News collection
dataset

wordNet,
Mapper, and
Reducer for
semantic
similarity

Recall, precision, and f-measure

British Medical
Journal (BMJ)

Cosine
similarity

Recall, precision, and f-measure

UCST-News and
HULTH2003

F-measure (ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, and
ROUGE-SU)
Cosine
similarity

F-measure (ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2)
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Frequency Of Clustering Algorithms

5%

DBSCAN

3%
3%
3% 3%

DPC
K-mean

31%

8%

Hierarchical
KNN
8%

Gride-Based
AP
10%

Chameleon

26%

DENCLUE

Figure 1. Describe the used ratio of each density algorithm in this survey

5

cosine similarity

euclidean distance

jaccard

TF-IDF

4

Recall
Precision
F-measur
Entropy
Dun and Buldin

10

3
2

5

1
0

0
glove

DBSCAN

DPC

Figure 2. Similarity measurements according to the
GloVe and density-based algorithms

Glove

DBSCAN

DPC

Figure 3. Evaluation measurements according to
the GloVe and density algorithms

4.

CONCLUSION
In this survy a collection of researches from various databases between 2014 to 2020 have been
gathered those were used the GloVe word embedding or concept of matrix data representation and densitybased or concept of density-based clustering algorithms. This survey was conducted based on thirty-six papers
to know which types of the density-based algorithms are more used specifically for document clustering with
GloVe word embedding. Also, to know which types of similarity measurements and evaluation metrics were
used by density-based algorithms and GloVe word embedding. In our experiments and based on the survey,
GloVe word embedding is very little have been used with density-based algorithms. The two types of densitybased algorithms that more used in our survey are DBSCAN and DPC. Also, in our survey, cosine similarity
and F-measure are two metrics that are most used for similarity measurement and evaluation of the performance
and accuracy of the two density-based algorithms.

5.

FUTURE WORK
In future work, we will use global word embedding (GloVe) with DBSCAN clustering algorithms for
developing semantic document clustering. Also, we will use cosine similarity to measure the similarity between
words and F-measure to evaluate the model's accuracy and performance on the two datasets (Wikipedia and
IMDB).
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